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Abstract--A systolic algorithm is described for generating, in lexicographlcally ascending order, 
all combinations ofm objects chosen from {1 .... ,n). The algorithm is designed to he executed on 
a linear array of m processors, each having constant size memory, and each being responsible for 
producing one dement of a given combination. There is a constant delay per combination, leading 
to an O(C(m, n)) time solution, where C(m, n) is the total number of combinations. The algorithm 
is cost optimal (assttmlnwf the time to output he combinations is counted), does not deal with very 
large integers, and is much simpler than the previously known solutions that enjoy same properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate generating the C(m, n) combinations of m objects chosen from 
the set {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, in lexicographically ascending order. We call these combinations (m, n)- 
combinations. 
Various sequential algorithms have been given for this problem [1-8]. Comparisons of corn- 
bination generation techniques are given in [9-10]. Note that, since each of the C(m, n) = 
n!/(m!(n - m)!) combinations requires O(m) time to be produced as output, the best possible 
sequential algorithm runs in O(mC(m, n)) time (this is valid if the time to output combina- 
tions is taken into account; otherwise there are algorithms for generating combinations without 
producing them as output, whose running time is O(C(m, n))). 
Recently, the fast generation of combinations in parallel has been studied in the litera- 
ture [11-18]. The algorithms in [15-18] satisfy the following criteria: 
(1) The combinations are listed in lexicographic order, i.e., ff A = (al, a2,..., am) and B = 
(bl,b2,..., bin) are two objects, then A precedes B lexicographically, ff and only if, for 
some j _) 1, ai -- bi when i < j ,  and aj < bj. 
(2) The algorithm is cost-optimal, i.e., the number of processors it uses multiplied by its 
running time matches - up to a constant factor - a lower bound on the number of operations 
required to solve the problem. 
(3) The time required by the algorithm between any two consecutive objects it produces is 
constant. A constant ime delay between outputs is particularly important in applications 
where the output of one computation serves as input to another. 
(4) The model of parallel computation should be as simple as possible. Arguably, the simplest 
such model is a linear array of ra processors, indexed 1 through m, where each processor 
i (1 < i < m) is connected by bidirectional links to its immediate left and right neighbors, 
i - 1 and i + 1 (if exist). This model is practical, as it is amenable to VLSI imple- 
mentation [14]. The linear array operates in systolic fashion: all processors execute the 
same algorithm simultaneously, with each processor passing data to neighboring ones in a 
regular rythmic pattern. 
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(5) Each processor needs as little memory as possible, preferably a constant number of words, 
each of log n bits and hence capable of storing an integer no larger than n. Thus, no 
processor can store an array of size m, or a counter up to C(m, n). 
In [15], it is stated that parallel algorithms [11-14] do not meet all of above criteria. In algo- 
rithme [15-18], each processor is responsible for producing one element of each combination. The 
algorithms by Lin and Tsay [16-18] are rather lengthy and sophisticated, while the algorithm [15] 
is concise but is based on sophisticated mathematical rguments. 
In this paper we describe a new combination generation technique that satisfies all desirable 
criteria (1)-(5), is simpler than those in [15-18], and is based on a rather apparent mathematical 
fact. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
A (m, n)-combination can be represented as a sequence lc2.. .  Cm where 1 < Cl < C2 < " ' "  < 
Cm ~n.  
In [5], a correspondence b tween (m, n)-combinations and combinations with repetitions of m 
out o f .  - m + 1 elements (where multiple choice of the same element is possible) is established 
in the following way. Let zi = c i - i+ l .  Then, 1 _< zl _< z2 _< -.. _< z,~ < n - rn+l ,  
and ZlZ2 . . .  z,n is a combination with repetitions of m out of n - m + 1 elements; we call it 
(m, n - m + 1)-r_ combination. The number of (p, q)-r_ combinations i  R(p, q) - C(p + q - 1, p). 
Because of the simple relation, any algorithm that generates (m, n + m - 1)-combinations may 
be used to generate (m, n)-r_combinations, and vice versa. The only difference is in the output. 
In particular, the output zi of a (m, n)-r_combination can be replaced by zi + i - 1 to yield a 
(m, ,+  m-  1)-combination, while the generating algorithm remains ame. This will be exploited 
in our algorithm, to make the facts used in generating even more apparent. 
3. PARALLEL  GENERATION OF COMBINAT IONS 
IN LEX ICOGRAPHIC  ORDER 
The well known sequential algorithm [5] for generating (m, n)-r_ combinations determines the 
next r_combination by a backtrack step that finds an element x~ with the greatest possible index t 
such that zt < n, therefore, increasable. The element zt is increased by one, and all followig 
elements zi for i > t become qual to x~. 
Our algorithm to generate the (m, n)-r_combinations uses a linear array of m processors, 
indexed 1 to m, and m variables x l , . . . , x rn ,  where 1 _< zl _< x2 <_ ...  _< zr, _< n. Each 
processor i is responsible for maintaining xi by reading only data from processors i - 1 and i + 1. 
The processors act in lock-step fashion, and each step produces a new (m, , ) - r _  combination. 
Table 1 shows (4,6)-combinations (the first column) and the corresponding (4,3)-r_combina- 
tions (the second column). 
Processors 1 to m - 1 will always produce the same element unless they are advised to change 
their output. Processor n produces elements between xrn-1 and n. This is called a run of 
processor rn. For convenience, let z0 - n and xr,+l = n. Whenever xt - n -  1 and xt-1 < n - 1 
processor t (such an element is called the turning point) initiates a message that informs processors 
indexed t + 1, . . .  ,m that a change in their value is about to happen. Processor i designates 
registers wi and si for counting waiting time and recording the message, respectively. Each step 
in the message path corresponds to producing a combination. The message si, in fact, contains 
the value of z~_l + 1 since it will become the new value in processors i for t < i < m. The 
new value of z~ becomes effective rn - i + 2 steps following the receipt of the message (when wi 
reaches 0). In T~ble 1, the message path is marked in bold. Whenever xi+l -" n but xi < n, 
xi increases by one in the next step. Such elements are underlined in Table 1. There is enough 
time for message passing because the message path is m - t + 1, which is one less than the 
length of the current run of processor n; the current run of processor m consists of m - t + 2 
combinations ending with z t . . .x rn  = n - 1,n - 1 , . . . ,n  - 1,n , . . . ,n .  When xl -" n - 1 the 
message is also initiated, for the last time, since at the time of update the new combination is 
the last combination n. . .  n, and all processors terminate simultaneously. 
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Table 1. 
combinat iom e_combimLt io~ 
1234 1111 
1235 1112 
1236 11!3  
1245 1122 
1246 112  3 
1256 1!33  
1345 1222 
1346 1223 
1356 1233 
1456 !333  
2345 2222 
2346 2223 
2356 2233 
2456 ~333 
3456 3333 
81Wl 82~J2 83~3 $4~4 
O0 O0 O0 O0 
O0 O0 O0 22 
O0 00 O0 21 
00 00 23 O0 
O0 O0 22 22 
O0 O0 21 21 
O0 24 O0 O0 
O0 23 23 O0 
O0 22 22 22 
O0 21 21 21 
45 O0 O0 O0 
44 44 O0 O0 
43 43 43 O0 
42 42 42 42 
41 41 41 41 
OO O0 O0 O0 
The above algorithm can be coded as follows. Each iteration consists of five i f  statements. If 
given criteria are satisfied, these statements correspond to decreasing waiting time, forwarding 
the message, increasing the element preceeding n, updating all elements following the turning 
point, and initiating the message from the turning point, respectively. 
For  i ~-  1 to  m do in parallel { 
z i  +-  1; zo  +-  n ;  Zm+l  +-  n ;  I/} i +-  O; s i  +-" O; 
Repeat 
output  z i  + i - -  1; 
if wi >_ 1, then  wi ~'- wl - 1; 
i f  si = 0 and si-1 > 0, than {si ~ si-1; wi ~ m - i + 2}; 
i f  Z i+l  -" n and z i  < n, then  z i  4-. z i  -k 1; 
if wi  "- 0 and  s i  > 0 then {z l  ~-  s i ;  s i  ~-- 0}; 
i f  z i  - n - 1 and  z i - i  ~ n - -  1 and  8i -- 0 then  {s i  *'-- z i - i  + 1; wi ~ m - i + 2} 
until z i  = n + I}  
The algorithm given above generates all (m, m + n - 1)-combinations. It will generate (m, n)- 
r_ combinations if the current output is simply zl instead of zi + i - 1. The dynamic of variables 
s~ and wi is illustrated in above Table 1 (last four columns). 
Summarizing, we obtain the following theorem that clearly follows from the above description. 
THEOItEM. The algorithm described above generates all combinations (or combinations with 
repetitions) o£ m objects chosen from {1,. . . ,  n} in lexicographic order and with constant delay 
per combination on a linear array of m processors, thus achieving an optimal cost of O(mC(m, n)); 
furthermore each processor has a memory of constant size and can generate lements without he 
need to deal with large integers uch as C(m, n). 
We now compare our algorithm with the formerly most concise solution [15]. The algorithm [15] 
has five i f  then e lse  statements hat are nested inside each other; our algorithm has five i f  
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then  statements that follow each other in a sequence. In [15], each processor needs five variables 
Di, ri, r l i ,  dl l ,  and d2i plus three references z, y, zy to variables shared with neighboring 
processors; our algorithm uses three variables zi, wi and si per processor plus one more variable 
that is sufficient o communicate with neighbors (in both algorithms each processor reads three 
data from its neighbors). The number of assignment statements inside the inner loop in [15] 
is 12 versus 8 in our solution. Finally, [15] proved two mathematical lemmas to support the 
correctness of the algorithm while we do not need any (a simple map to the case of combinations 
with repetitions uffices). 
4. CONCLUSION 
We derived a simple cost-optimal algorithm for generating (m, n)-combinations on a linear 
array of processors. The algorithm uses m processors and produces combinations in constant 
t ime per combination. 
As pointed out in [15], a combination generation algorithm can be made adaptive, i.e., to run 
on a linear array consisting of an arbitrary number k of processors. If k < n then each of k 
processors can simulate the work of n/k  processors. This will obviously require O(n/h)  memory 
per processor. I f  k > n then the processors are divided into k /n  groups of n processors each such 
that each group produces an interval of consecutive combinations. The first and the last com- 
bination in each group can be determined in a preprocessing step by applying known unranking 
function ([19] described a one-to-one function that maps integers between I and C(m,  n) onto the 
set of (m, n)-combinations). However, the function involves very large integers. Another scheme 
that does not deal with large integers and yet divides job evenly onto groups is described in [20]. 
Therefore we may obtain an adaptive algorithm which, at the same time, keeps all desirable 
properties (1)-(5). 
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